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Late Pleistocene interactions of East and West Antarctic 
ice-flow regim.es: evidence from. the McMurdo Ice Shelf 
THO�IAS B. KELLOGG, TERRY HUGHES AND DAVTDA E. KELLOGG 
Department of Geological Sciel1ces and Institute Jor Qjwlem(l}) Studies, University oJ Maine, Orono, Maine 04469, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT. We present new in terpretations of deglaciation i n  M cM urdo Sound 
and the western Ross Sea, with observationally based reconstruct ions of interactions 
between East and West Antarct i c  ice at the last glacial maximum ( LGM), 1 6 000, 
1 2 000, 8000 and 4000 B P .  At the LG M, East Antarct ic ice from M ulock Glacier spli t; 
one branch turned westward sout h  of R oss Island b u t  the other branch rounded R oss 
I sland before flowing southwest in to  M cMurdo Sound. This flow regime,  constrained 
by an ice saddle north of Ross I s land, is consisten t wi th the reconst ruc t ion of StuiYer  
and others (198Ia). After the LGl\1, grounding-l ine retreat was most  rapid in areas 
wit h  greatest water depth,  especially along the Vic toria Land coas t .  By 1 2 000 BP, the  
ice-flow regime in r..,1cMurdo Sound c hanged to through-flowing tv1u lock Glacier ice, 
wi th  lesser con tr ibutions from Koe t t li tz ,  Blue and Ferrar G laciers, because the former 
ice  saddle north of Ross Island was replaced by a dome.  The modern flow regime was 
es tablished ",4000 BP. I ce derived from high elevations on the Pola r  Plateau but now 
s tranded on the l\IIclV[urdo lee Shelf, and the pat tern of the Transant arct ic  Mountains 
erratics support our reconstruct ion s  of Mulock Glacier ice rounding Minna Bluff but  
wi t h  a l l  ice from Skelton G lacier abla ting south of the  bluff. They are inconsistent wit h  
Drewry's ( 1 97 9) LGM reconst ruc t ion that includes Skelton Glacier ice in the  
McMurdo Sound through-flow. D rewry's ( 1 97 9) model closely approximates our 
results for 1 2 000-4000 BP. Ice-sheet  modeling holds promise for det e rm ining whether 
deglaciat ion proceeded by groundi ng-line retreat of an ice sheet tha t  was largely 
s tagnanr, because i t  ne\'er approached equilibri um flowline profiles a ft er the Ross I ce  
Shelf grounded, or of  a dynamic ice sheet wi th flowline profiles kep t  low by active ice 
s treams that extended northward from present-day outlet glaciers after  the Ross Ice  
S helf grounded. 
INTRODUCTION glacial geologic observat ions and the observed presen t ­
day ice dynamics of  the  M cMurdo I ce Shelf (MIS), a 
part of the  Ross I ce S helf. The reconstruct ions aid in 
elucidat ing modern glaciological processes operating on 
this ice shelf and suppor t  suggestions by Kellogg and 
others ( 1 990) that  some existing M I S  featu  res a rc 
remnants from a former ice-flow regime.  M I S  dat a  
permi t  evaluation o f  two differenr publ ished reconstruc­
t ions of  the f low rcg ime  du ring t h e  LG M ,  a n d  
development of four  n e w  reconstructions for the R oss 
Sea embayment during the  deglacial transit ion from thc  
grounded late Wisconsin R oss Sea ice sheet to the modern 
Ross I ce  Shelf, all of which include ice derived from both 
East Antarc tica and \Ves t  Antarctica. 
One key objective of the West An tarctic ice sheet (VV A I S) 
ini t iat i\'e is docu mentation of eusta tic sea-level change 
resu l ting from the possible dis integration of the  \Vest 
An tarctic ice sheet  (Bindschad ler, 1 991 ). This e ffort 
req uires detailed knowledge of ice-sheet history i n  \Vest 
Antarctica, inclu ding the history of grounding-l ine and 
calving-margin retreat to the posi t ions now occupied by 
these feat ures and an accurate dynamic overview of the 
'vV es t An tarctic ice sheet, i ncl udi ng presen t and former 
precipi tation sources, flow regimes and changing i nteract­
ions wi th ice derived from East An tarctica. The develop­
ment  of reliable p redictive models for fu ture ice-sheet 
retreat depends on these data. Yet ,  so far most VV AIS  
s tudies have concent rated either on  modern ice dynamics 
in  \Vest Antarc tica or on elucidat ing former ice maxima.  
This  paper p resents a series of preliminary observ­
a tionally based reconstructions of interactions bet ween 
t h e  East and West Antarctic ice sheets during and s ince 
t h e  last glacial maximum (LGM).  These two ice  sheets 
are separated by a dividing wall ( t he Transan t arct ic 
Mountains) and i nteract today primarily where through­
flowing outlet glaciers from East Antarctica impinge on 
the  Ross Ice Shelf. Our reconst ruct ions are based on 
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West Antarctica i s  a key area for s tudying glacial 
history and dynamics, b ecause the world's largest extan t  
marine-based ice shee t  is located t here. Of particu lar  
importance are the Dry Valleys of  sout hern Victoria 
Land, s i tua ted between the seasonally open waters of t h e  
Ross S e a  and McMu rdo Sound on the  e a s t  and the East 
Antarct ic ice sheet to the west. These i ce-free valleys are 
shielded from direct E as t  Antarctic ice-sheet influence by 
the Transantarctic M o untains. I t  can be argued that a 
th ird m ajor factor, in addition to East and \'Vest Antarct i c  
ice flu c tu ations, opera tes  in this area :  local glaciers 
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respond to  the  proximi ty of an open-water moisture 
source in t h e  Ross Sea, This i nfluence is  actually 
controlled by \Vest Antarctic ice extent, be ing insignif­
icant during glacial maxima and reaching i ts greatest 
importance during interglacials when shelf- and sea-ice 
limits are least extensive, The availabili ty of a local 
moisture source is important for this paper primarily with 
respect to fluctuat ions of Koett l i tz and Skelton Glaciers. 
A detailed la t e  Quaternary paleoclimatic record for the 
Dry Valleys region (Denton and others, 1 97 1 ,  1 989; 
St uiver and others, 1 98 1  a) shows that t h e  dominant 
features were periodic advances of the 'Vest An tarctic ice 
sheet, which th ickened and grounded in  the R oss Sea and 
M cM u rdo Sound, pushing lobes of grounded ice into the 
Dry Valleys and leaving a record of ice-dam med lakes, 
marginal and recessional moraines and raised beaches. 
Numerous conven t ional 14e dates on mari ne shells and 
terrestrial fresh-water algae s uggest a late Qua ternary age 
of ",1 8-20 BP for the most recent adl'ance of West 
Antarc t ic  ice  (Ross Sea i ce sheet) . D rewry ( 1 979) 
suggested t ha t  grounded ice extent was cons iderably less 
extensive t han  portrayed by S tuiver and others ( 1 98 I a) 
and hence tha t  their ice-flow t rajectories were u nlikely. In 
particular, Drewry ( 1 979) called for north ward flo\l· of 
grounded ice past Ross Island in Mc:'lurdo Sound, with 
no westward flow into the Dry Valleys. 
The mechanism and h istory of deglaciat ion following 
the late VVisconsin ice maxim um in West Antarc t ica is a 
significant glacial geologic problem, i,wolving ice thin­
ning and grounding-line ret reat of the R oss Sea ice sheet 
in the central  and outer R oss Sra, and flot at ion to form 
the Ross I c e  Shelf in the central and southern R oss Sea . 
MclVr u rdo Sound is of particular importance for u nder­
standing th i s  t ransition, because apparent remnants of 
former grounded ice are presen·ed as part  of the ;'lIS 
(Kellogg and others, 1 990).  
GLACIAL GEOLOGY OF THE McMURDO ICE SHELF 
The \I I S  is an extension of the Ross Ice S helf that 
occupies sou thern McMurdo Sound (Stuar t  and Bull, 
1 963). I t  i s  bounded on the  sou th by Minna Bluff, on the 
north by R oss Island and the  seasonally open waters of 
Mc;'I urdo Sound, on the  west by !\fount Discol'ery and 
the Dry V alleys of southern Victoria Land, and on the 
east by the R oss Ice Shelf and White Island (Figs I and 
2). Koett l i t z  Glacier flows into the MIS west of Brown 
Peninsula .  The  eastern part of the �I IS  is dominated by 
net annual surface accumulat ion, like the  remainder of 
the Ross Ice Shelf, but the  western part is ch aracterized 
by surface ablat ion (Swithinbank, 1 970) .  Prominent 
bands and patches of sediment debris man tle the MIS 
surface in th is area. The following extended discussion 
concentra t es on the \\·estern ablation area and is based 
largely on Kellogg and others ( 1 990). 
The MI S debris bands comprise sediment (ranging in 
size from clay to boulders bu t dominated by sand and 
gravel),  m arine biotic remains (including: s i li ceous 
sponges, m olluscs, barnacles, corals, bryozoans, Foram­
inifera, dia toms and fish), and non-marine algae and 
diatoms t h a t  li\"e in seasonal melt ponds of the M I S  
surface. Debenham ( 1 9 1 9) proposed t h a t  marine sed-
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Fig. i. index //Zap showing locations mentiolled 1I1 text. See 
Figure 2 Jor details oJ the M/S. S)lmbols: B = Blue 
Glacier; CB = Cape Bird: eR = Cape Ro)'ds; F = Fenar 
Glacier: A" = A"oel/lit::. Glacier: MP = J\Jarb/e Point. 
i ment and biota were incorporated into the l\US by basal 
adfreezing, to ('merge el·entually on the ;'US su rface 
because of net a n nual surface a blation. Subseq uent 
workers, who have  reported biotic remains on t h e  MJS, 
include: Debenha m ,  1 949, 1 96 1 ;  Swi th inbank and others, 
1 96 1 ;  Speden, 1 962;  Gow and o thers ,  1 965; Kellogg and 
others, 1 977 ;  Brady, 1 978; H ayward and Taylor, 1 984; 
Kellogg, 1 98 7 ;  H oward-\\' illiams and others, 1 989 ,  1 990; 
H art, 1 990; S uren, 1 990. GOvlI and Epstein ( 1 9 72), 
Stuiver and ot he rs ( 1 98 1  b) and Kellogg and o thers 
( 1 990) used oxygen-isotopic analyscs of l\I!S ice to show 
tha t  lowermost Koettli tz Glacier and most ice i n  thl' 
surface-ablat ion z one formed from frozen sea water, 
supporting Debenham's hypothesis .  
I ce-thickness d a t a  obtained by rad io echo-soun ding 
(Swithinbank, 1 9 70)  and drilling (Gow and Epstein, 
1 972) are shown in Figure 3. Thicknesses between IV I ount 
Disco\"ery and Black Island and north of \i(inna Bluff 
exceed 1 00 m. F u rt h er north, most th icknesses range from 
20 to 50 m. Th i s  i nformation, t ogether wi th observed 
surface-ablation r a tes (0 .5- 1 .0 m year I; Gow, 1 967 :  
personal communicat ion from A. L.  DeVries, 1 98 7 ), 
suggests that ice in the  northern part of the l\i(I S Illust 
be  less than 1 00 years in age b u t  the presence of fossil 
shells (He ages :::;7 750 BP; all dates in this paper  are 
uncorrected) suggests that basal freezing and surface 
a blat ion must be nearly in e q u ilibrium. T h e  1\IlS 
probably did not disintegrate completely during the 
H olocene because 14e dated shells have prog,"essively 
older ages towards the  north along debris bands. 
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Fig. 2. AlcMurdo Ice Shelf ( M IS) area, showing locations mentioned in text and inJormal names Jor study areas (Black 
Island debris bands (BIDB), "Swirls", central area, elc.). Note that because the NI IS is so complex, only major debris 
bands and features are shown. Base map used here is modified from Stuiver and o thers (1981 a) is based on U.S. 
Geological Survey topographic ma/Js, aerial photographs and malerial from other sources. 
Very l i t t le i ce is  advected today into the western MIS 
from the Ross I ce Shelf( Swith inbank, 1 970; Bentley and 
others, 1 97 9) or from Koettlitz Glacier (Cow and Epstein, 
1 97 2 ). Hence, t he  mass balance of  th is area is domina ted 
by basal freezin g  and surface abla tion, the la t te r  caused 
primarily by ad iabatically warmed katabatic winds 
flowing down on to the M I S  from Minna B luff and 
Moun t Discovery (Stuiver a n d  others, 1 98 1  a ) .  I ce­
velocity measurements in  the western MIS are less than 
5 m year 1 towards the north between Mount D iscovery 
and Black Island and north of the strait between White 
and Black Islands (Swithinbank, 1 970).  Higher veloci t ies 
of 1 8-22 m year�1 directed west-northwest to nor thwest 
were recorded near the calving  margin between Ross 
Island and the Dry Valleys (Swith inbank, 1 97 0 ). Most 
ice movement nor th  of Black I sland is towards the north 
or northwest, parallel to debris bands, especially a long the 
striking debris band extending ",30 km from B lack  I sland 
to the calving margin (Black I sland  debris bands: B IDB), 
because of the progression of I'�C ages mentioned above 
(Kellogg and o thers, 1 990 ). H owever, an anonymous 
reviewer suggested that flow migh t have been perpend­
icular to debris bands, in  which case debris comprising 
the BIDB might have originated a long the coasts of Black 
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and White Islands. This  "normal flow model" permits  
postulation of a flow regime entirely d ifferent from tha t  
d iscussed above, w i th  d ifferent locat ions for debris and  
fossil origin, and hence can ha"e a significant bearing o n  
in terpreta tions o f  p resen t and former ice flowlines. 
Kellogg and o thers ( 1 990 ) recognized two dist inc t ly 
different  types of deb ris bands on t he M IS. The first 
group, discussed above, is characterized by thin (usually 
< 1 0 cm thick) debris overlying clean shelf ice, in  which 
marine shells yield I'�C ages ranging up to 7700 B P .  I ce 
underlying debris i n  th is young group of debris bands 
usual ly has 8180 values ranging fro m  -5 .0 to  + 5.0 %0, 
ind icating a marin e  origin. The presumed northward 
pat tern of modern i ce movemen t  has been discussed 
above. 
T he second type of debris band is  located primari ly 
along the east coast  o f  Brown Peninsula i n  the "Swirls" 
area (Fig. 2 ). Debris thickness here appears to exceed 
1 0  c m  but  i ts ful l  extent has not been determined, because 
i t  is  i ce-cemented below 5- 1 0 cm. A significant part of the 
boulders here have l i thologies indica t ing transport from 
the Transantarct ic Mountains. Some of the bands cross 
the tide crack along the IV I I S  ground ing  line and extend 
on to  the flanks of Brown Peninsula and even cross the 
Kellogg and others: Late Pleistocene illteractions of East alld !Vest Antmctic ice-flow regimes 
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through the ice shelf (Paige, 1968) . Dashed contour lines Ilorth oJ Milllla Bl4J are ice thicknesses (U.S. Geological Survey , 
1972) . Dashed lines labeled "A", "B" and "C" areJrom Swithinbank (1970) . "A" marks the boundmy between rough ice with 
melt streams alld considerable relief (in the west) and much smoother bare ice. <. B" approximates the sUlface equilibrium line and is 
extended illto the JlilZna Bluf  area based 011 ollr observations. See Swithuzbank (1970) Jor significance oJ "C". Additional 
thickness and velocity data Jor the eastern part oJ the M IS (acClll7lulaLiol1 area) have been givel l by N!cCrae (J984) . Ice-.Fontal 
/Josition in 1947 is probably incorrect as explained by Kellogg and others (1990) . Dashed lines on Brown Peninsula, A1011nt 
DiscovelY and Black Island are maximum extent oJ Ross Sea Drift (Stllil'er and others, 198Ja) . 
Brown Peninsula saddle (S tuiver and others ,  1 98 I a) .  
Some shell da tes from the northern part o f  t h e  "Swirls" 
and adjacent bands and patches that are thoug h t  to have 
been former parts of the "Swirls" area yield 14C ages 
> 20 000 BP. Some ice samples from this area yield 8180 
\'alues ranging from -25 . 35  to -48 . 96%0, suggest ing the 
presence of patches of glacial ice that formed at elevations 
above 3000 m (Morgan ,  1 982 )  and was ad vected to 
southern lVlcMurdo Sound . The "central" a rea, located 
between B rown Peninsula and Black Island, w here thick 
debris is also present, may also represent relict debris 
bands. The sparse 14C and <5180 data available from this 
area are not consistent wit h  rem nant ice but additional 
field work is req uired to test t his hypothesis. 
Sedimentologic, I+C and <5180 data described above, 
com bined wi th the observed pattern of debris bands, 
suggest t h a t  t he "Swirls" area includes  deformed 
rem nants from t he grounded l a te Wisconsin R oss Sea 
ice sheet. Glacial Oow was apparently directed fro m  east 
to west across southern MclVlurdo Sound , wi th  an 
ablating margin pushing into t h e  mouths of t h e  D ry 
Valleys to the  west (Fig. 4 ) .  The  distribution o f  late 
vVisconsin-agecl R oss Sea drift on Black I s land and B rown 
Peninsula suggests that  high peaks protruded through the 
ice sheet as n unataks (Stuiver and o thers, 1 98 1  a ) ;  B lack 
and White I s lands, and Brown Peninsula, p ro bably 
served as effective barriers, retarding now rates. Debris 
entrained in the grounded ice probably accumula ted on 
the surface in t h e  Mc M urdo Sound ablation a rea, 
producing some of the dehris hands now preserved in 
the "Swirls", because the prevailing surface-ablation 
regime here (S tuiver and others, 1 98 1a) resulted in 
upward-direc te d  ice Oowlines. T his concludes our 
summary of previous work on t he M I S  (Kellogg and 
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Fig. 4. Surface contours (solid lines; elevations in m a .s . l. )  andflowLines (dolled) qf the late Wiscons in Ross Sea ice sheet 
ill McMurdo Sound (aJter Stuiver and others , J98Ja, Jig. 7-16) . 
o thers, 1 990). 
We turn now to a discussion of possible ramifica tions 
of M I S  and other geologic dat a  for recogniz ing  West 
Antarctic ice retreat .  Grounded ice covered mos t  of the 
R oss Sea cont inental shelf during the late \ Vi sconsin 
maximum, as discussed later i n  this paper (Fig .  7). 
Deglaciation to the present con figuration , w i t h  the 
float ing Ross I c e  Shelf covering  t he  southern ha l f  of the 
R oss Sea, probably involved glacial t h i n n i n g  and 
ungrounding. \Ve should be able to recognize two even ts 
at any part icular location nort h  of the presen t  i ce-shelf 
fron t :  the times when ( 1 )  the grounding line and (2) the 
calving ice-shelf margin retreated past the loca t ion. In 
principle, 14C dating of basal p ostglacial sedimen  ts in 
R oss Sea cores should provide a detailed p i c ture of 
grounding-line recession. This h as not proyed p ossible 
with conventional 14C dating because Ross Sea sediments 
h ave a low organic carbon conten t  and calcareous shells 
are rare, and few AMS dates have been ob tained. 
Howe\'er, 14C dates from the MIS also provide lim i ts on 
the timing of grounding-line recession. All these dates are 
e i ther > 20 000 BP or < 7750 BP. If the absence o f  dates 
between these ages represents t he  t ime when grounded ice 
filled southern McMurdo Soun d, the younger population 
of dates records events following t hinning, groun ding-line 
recession and t he  incursion of marine waters beneath  the 
M IS .  The older population provides minimum dates for 
preglacial marine conditions. Thus,  the grounding l ine 
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had receded to the vicin i ty of Brown Peninsula saddle by  
7750  BP. 
C alving-margin recession may be t racked using 1 4C 
dated raised beach es, wh ich require seasonal open water 
to form.  S tui\'er and others ( 1 98Ia) dated numerous 
raised beaches along the Ross Sea coast and offiyi ng 
islan ds ,  and concluded that the calvin g  margin extended 
from Marble Poin t  to a position north of Beaufort and 
Frank l in  Islands short ly before 5650 14C BP and had 
retrea ted to  a posi t ion  from Cape B ernacchi to near  
Mount  Bird on R oss Island shortly after  5650 14C BP. The 
first observations o f  t he  MIS durin g  Scott's 1 9 1 0- 1 3  
expedition showed t he  western part of  t he  calving marg in  
extending from Cape Chocolate t o  near the  presen t  
terminus of the Black  I sland debris band; the eastern part 
was m uch like today.  Calving-margin  ret reat since 1 9 1 0-
1 3  h a s  occurred primarily in this western section. 
During the period from the LGM to about 7 750 BP, 
t h inn ing probably cont inued to concentrate englacial  
debris  a t  the surface in southern N Ic� i[urdo Sound. I n  
addi t ion,  as the ice was ted, exposing more and more of  
Black  and White I slands and Brown Peninsula, the ice­
flow pattern changed. The former east-to-west pat tern 
was  p robably replaced by nearly s tagnant  condit ions  or  
sluggish northward m ovement (on the  order of a few m 
yea r  I ) between t he  is lands and Brown Peninsula, a n d  
exi s t ing debris bands were probably deformed o r  bent 
in to  the  shapes t ha t  give the "Swirls" area its name .  
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Kellogg and others (1990) postulated that while most of 
the remainder of the MIS became progressively afloat, 
the "Swirls" remained grounded, because it rested on a 
wide shallow shelf east of Brown Peninsula and that 
ungrounding here is a very recent event. 
GLACIOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTIONS 
Ice elevations and flowlines for our glaciological 
reconstructions are based on data for the area between 
1500E and 180° and from 70° to 83°S (Fig. 1), that is, the 
Transantarctic Nlountains from northern Victoria Land 
south to near Nimrod Glacier and adjacent areas of East 
and West Antarctica. We reconstructed ice Oowlines and 
ice elevations in this sector to conform with these field 
data, not with a theoretically based computer ice-sheet 
model. Figure 5 shows the bedrock topography for the 
modern ice sheet (Drewry, 1983) that constrains our 
reconstructions. 
The modern ice-sheet profile (Fig. 6)  and the LGi\I 
reconstruction (Fig. 7) represent two end members in our 
series of reconstructions. They are constrained by 
observational data and/or a weal th of  glacial geologic 
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Fig. 5. Modem subglacial tojJography (aJ/er DrewlY, 
1983), contoured at 500 m intervals. Present sea level is 
shown by a heavy solid line where not covered by / he ice 
sheet, and elsewhere by a heavy dashed line. Solid pallem 
indicates elevations above 1000 111; sli/l/lted jlallem 
indicales de/lths greater than 1000 m. Note that these 
great depths are restricted to olltlet-glacier Iroughs now 
oecu/lied by Byrd, Mulock, David and Rennick Glaciers. 
Present northern margin of the Ross lee shelf is indicated 
by a light dashed line. 
Fig. 6. Present-day ice elevations ((uter Drewry, /983) 
conloured at 500 , 1 000 and at 100 m intervals above 
2000 Ill. F/owLines indicated �)' dashed lines. "D" = ice 
dome; "S" = ice saddle. Stippled pal/em indicates 
bedrock elevalions above 1000 111 .. role the prominent dome 
wesl of norlhern Victoria Land. A smaller dome (Taylor 
Dome 1101 labeled) is silualed west oJ MeA/urdo 
SOlllld. Flow from Tay/or Dome is down Skellon Glacier 
but lerminales south oJ M ill/za BllU! Flow from iIluloek 
Glacier rounds Mmlla BltuJ with most ice jJ(Jssillg east of 
Ross 1sland. 
information collected along the Victoria Land coast and 
on omying islands (e.g. Denton and others, 1971, 1989; 
Stuiver and others, 1981 a, b; Kellogg and others, 1990; 
Baroni and Orombelli, 1991, 1994; Dochat, 1994) 
including ages and elevations of Ross Sea drift and 
raised beaches, and locations of kenyi te erratics. These 
data help to constrain LGI\[ ice elevations along the coast 
of Victoria Land and in some cases suggest former flow 
directions. More geologic data from the Ross Sea would 
be highly desirable to refine our work but are currently 
unavailable. Our reconstructions for 16000, 12000, 8000 
and 4000 BP (Figs 9-12) are less rigorous. They represen t 
seq uen tial modifications of the LG N[ reconstruction 
constrained by the limited a\'ailable glacial geologic data. 
Modern ice-flow regiIne 
One objecti\·e of our work is to develop a model of the 
dynamics of the modern M1S ice-Oow regime. Of 
particular importance is ice advected into the 1\1IS 
area, because ice derived from precipitation outside the 
immediate area may be expected to display different 
stable-isotope compositions and carry exotic erratic 
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Fig. 7. LGM ice-sheet reconstruction contoured at  lOO m 
intervals (solid lines) . "G LY) = grounding line; other 
symbols and patterns as in Figure 6. Note the similarity oJ 
ice elevations west oJ the Transantarctic Mountains to 
modern conditions. Major differences are in West 
Antarctica where a low-profile ice sheet occupied the 
entire Ross Sea. The prominent saddle north Q/Ross Island 
permitted southward ice flow into McMurdo Sound, 
consistent with the Stuiver and others (1981 a )  reconstruc­
tion. Flowfrom Taylor Dome (west of McMurdo Sound) 
was down Skelton GLacier but  terminated south of Minno 
Bluff Flow from Mulock Glacier rounded Minna BluJJ 
and Ross Island before flowing south into McNlurdo 
Sound. 
debris. M I S  features which are not accou nted for by the 
modern flow regime can  be assumed t o  be relict ,  
especially if the 8180 of  ice i n  these areas has the 
signature of  ice formed by preci pitation at h i gh  elevations 
on the E as t  A ntarctic ice shee t  (e.g. the " Swirls" and 
possibly the  central area ) .  K nowledge of the modern flow 
regime permi ts us to t e s t  and eval u a t e  conflicting 
hypotheses about grounded ice extent in t h e  Ross Sea 
during the  last  glacial m aximum (e.g. D rewry, 1 979; 
Stuiver a n d  others, 1 98 1 a ) .  
M odern i ce  elevations ( Drewry, 1 983 )  were used to 
construct i ce  flow lines for the  East Antarct ic ice sheet 
(Fig.  6). T h ree prominent domes are located i n  the study 
area: Talos Dome in northern Victoria Land, Dome Circe 
west of northern Victoria Land  and Taylor D ome west of 
the Dry Valleys area. East  A ntarctic ice  is discharged 
through t h e  Transantarct ic  Mountains a t  a n umber of 
locations (no tably Byrd, M ulock and David G laciers ) ,  all 
of which coincide with deep bedrock troughs  (Fig. 5) . 
North of M c Murdo S o u n d  and Ross I sl and ,  this  
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discharge is more or less direct l y  into the sea, and the 
ice is removed as floating icebergs. However, south of 
R oss Island, t h e  East Antarct i c  discharge feeds the 
floating Ross I ce S helf where it i s  supplemen ted by local 
precipitation .  T hese two sources of ice are bala nced by 
bot tom mel t i ng  and  calving from the ice-shelf front ,  at 
least in historic t i me.  An except ion is the western part of 
t h e  M I S  w h e r e  a pecu l i a r  c ombinat ion o f  b asal 
ad  freezing, surface ablation and calving-margi n retreat 
h ave been observed as discussed above. Flowl ines shown 
for the Ross I ce S helf are cons i s tent  with observed flow 
d irections (Swi t h inbank, 1 970,  personal communication; 
U .S. Geological  Survey, 1 972 ) . 
Possible contr ibutions of i ce  advected to M c Murdo 
Sound can be re lated to di fferent possible p recip i tation 
sources and or  i ce-elevation fluc tuations: ( I )  Koett l i tz 
Glacier, representing local p rec ipi tation i n  southern 
Victoria Land, (2) Skelton Glacier, represen t ing  mostly 
local precipit a ti on  and precip i t a tion further west on the 
flank of the Eas t  Antarctic ice sheet, and ( 3 )  M ulock 
Glacier, represe n ting a nearly p ure high-elevat ion East 
A ntarctic precip i t ation source. We combine model results 
with 8180 analyses of MIS ice, 1 4C dates on M I S  shells 
and MIS boulde r-provenance da ta  to evaluate the  ways 
i n  which th is  ice-supply pattern changed i n  the  past, 
dur ing (Fig. 7 )  and since the LGM (Figs 9- 1 2 ) . This 
a nalysis he lps to detail the deglacial transi tion from the 
grounded Ross Sea  ice sheet to shelf  ice and may  permit a 
closer corre la t ion of late Quatern ary Dry Va l l eys and 
R oss Sea sed i m e n t  records. 
vVe made some prelim i na ry measurem e n ts and 
calculations for the modern Skelton and Mulock G laciers 
d rainage basins and the Ross I ce Shelf adjace n t  to the 
M I S  to supplement  the glaciologic model resul t s  in the 
preparation of  our LGM reconstruction. Using  Drewry's 
( 1 983) surface-elevation data, we plotted surface flowlines 
to determine t h e  Mulock Glacier catchment area.  This 
ca tchment was su bdivided in to 1 5 50 km wide sectors, for 
each of which we measured area .  The total ca tchment 
area is ,,-,95 000 k m2 We were u nable to do a similar 
a nalysis for Ske lton  Glacier, because the drainage area is 
so small on Drewry's ( 1 983) m a p  and so clut te red with 
Transantarct i c  Mountains topography and fli gh t  l ines 
that  we could n o t  discern sur face-elevation contours. 
Hence, we est ima ted a total ca tchment area for S kelton 
Glacier of � 1 0 000 km2, a value that we believe over­
estimates the t rue  area. Using s urface mass-balance data 
( Giovinetto and others, 1 989, fig .  2) , we assigned mass-
( ? I balance rates k g  m - year ) t o  each sector to calculate 
n e t  accu mula t ion .  The total  calculated for M u lock 
Glacier is � 8 . 5  x 1 08 kg year� 1 and that for S kelton 
Glacier is � 1 . 5 x 1 08 kg year�l . The total flux through 
the  Transan tarct ic  Mountains was calculated for each 
glacier using a densi ty of 0 .9  M g  m 3 Total f luxes are 
� 9.5 x 1 05 m 3 year�1 for Mulock Glacier and � 1 .6 x 1 05 
m3 year�1 for S ke lton Glacier. I n  both cases, th i s  volume 
of  ice passes t hrough a narrow channel approximately 
1 0  km wide on t o  the Ross Ice  S helf. Grounding-l ine ice 
t h icknesses are a pproximately 1 000 and 850 m, respec­
t ively (Fig. 5 ) . 
Ice discharged from Skelt o n  and Mulock Glaciers 
today becomes afloat as it p asses through t h e  Trans­
antarctic Mountains .  Thickness data for the  R oss I ce 
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Shelf (U .S .  Geological  Survey, 1 97 2 )  show a complicated 
pat tern related to the numerous ice s t reams, like Skel ton,  
M ulock and Byrd Glaciers, but there i s  a general th inn ing 
from values close to 500 m where ice s t reams enter the  ice 
shelf  to less than 300 m near the calving margin .  This 
pat tern is complicated by surface accumulation and by 
basal melting, which i s  apparently very important wi th in  
�200 km of  the  calving margin ( except beneath the  
wcs tern ?\ I IS ) and which causes m uch of  the  noted 
th inning.  
Tracing individual ice-stream components to the  ice­
shelf margin is not  trivial because of these complex 
i n teractions. What is clear from the U . S. Geological 
Sur vey ( 1 972) th ickness data is that  ice rounding M i n na 
Bluff and flowing wcst between Minna  Bluff and \\'h i t e  
I sland today is not d erived from Skelton Glacier bu t fro m  
M u lock Glacier a n d  from local prccipi ta tion off M i n na 
B luff. Swi thinban k  ( 1 970, person a l  communica t ion )  
bel ieved that th i s  flow i s  negligib le  today, w i th  most  
R oss Ice Shelf ice pass ing east of W h i te I sland and R oss 
I s l a n d .  Our analys is  supports t h i s  view ( Fig.  8a ) . 
Assu ming that the  S kelton Glacier ice-flow band is 
20 k m  wide, i ts area is approxima te ly  one-third tha t  of 
the  ca tchment area. 'Modest basal mel t ing rates, on the  
order  of 1 0  cm year I ,  should remove a l l  the glacia l  ice 
before i t  rounds � I i n n a  Bluff. I n  any case, Skelton Glacier 
icc could not expla in the scat tered large negative 8180 
val ues from the M I S ,  because thc catchment area for th i s  
glacier i s  below 2500 m .  In  contrast ,  the  Mulock Glacier 
catchment area extends well up on to  the  East Antarct ic 
ice sheet (EAIS) to elevations over 3000 m .  Most M ulock 
Fig. 8. Cartoons illustrating different ice-flow jJaUems in 
McNlurdo Soun d: a. Modern ice-flow regime; b. A1id­
Holocene (4000-8000 BP) , c. LG M modified from 
Drew1), ( 1979), d. LGM modified from Stuiver an d 
others (1981 a) . 
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Glacier  ice  apparently ei ther  melts off the  base of the Ross 
Ice Shelf or  flows east of M i nna Bluff and R oss I sland to 
calve i n t o  the Ross Sea. This analysis demonstrates that 
the NII S  ice samples wi th  high negative 8 180 \'alues 
cannot  be related to the modern flow regi me .  
Koet t l i tz Glacier today contributes i ce  on ly to the  area 
west of B rown Peninsula ,  and even here, ice formed by 
precipi t a tion in the loca l  catchment area of southern 
Victoria Land mostly mel ts  off the base of  the glacier soon 
after i t  b ecomes afloa t ,  so that the lower reaches are 
formed from frozen sea water (Gow and Epstein, 1 972) . 
Stuiver and  others ( 1 98 1 a ) suggested tha t  Koett l i tz 
Glacier i s  probably near i t s  maximum extent today, and 
was even less advanced during the LG?\ 1 .  However, 
Koet t l i tz  Glacier may ha\'e contributed m ore ice to thc 
l\ I I S  d uring the Holocene ( Fig. 8b) , especial ly if the Ross 
Sea thcn was more open and hence a more i mportant 
precipi tat ion source than today (e.g. Kel logg and others, 
1 979) . 
Last glacial InaxiInurn (LGM) 
The LGN I  reconstruction is presented in Figure 7. West of 
the Transantarctic ?\ I ountains in East Antarctica, ice­
sheet elevat ions were l i t t le  d ifferent from those of today 
(cr. Figs 6 and 7 ) .  The major differences  were in 'Nest 
Antarc t ica where the R oss Ice Shelf grounded and 
expanded to fill most of the  Ross Sea e mbayment .  The 
posi t ion of the grounded margin on t h e  Ross Sea 
cont inental  shelf is problcmatic. We show grounded 
LG?\1 icc extending to the shelf brcak in contrast to 
recent i n tcrpretations by Denton and o thers ( 1 989) , 
Anderson and others ( 1 992)  and Shipp and  Anderson 
( 1 994) . A nderson and o thers ( 1 992) suggested that the 
ground i n g  line in the westcrnmost trough in  the north­
western R oss Sea could be  established by the presence of 
basal t i l l s  in  sediment cores . Such tills were not found in 
cores col lcctcd from just north of Coulman I sland to the 
shelf break bu t were widespread over the rcmainder of the 
continen tal  shelf. Radiocarbon dates from a core at thc 
shelf break north of Coulman I sland yielded ages of 
> 35 5 1 0  BP and about 1 7 390 BP (reported as corrected by 
- 1 200 yea r) . We note that the trough extending south­
ward from this location and past the east side of Coulman 
I sland has a shal low sill a t  i ts outer (nor thcrn) end and a 
second s i l l  occurs off Coulman Island . This  trough is 
similar t o  many other con t inental shelf t roughs in high­
la t i tude regions, displayi ng foredeepening which is often 
attributed to modificat ion by grounded ice. For this 
reason,  we  bel ieve the L G ?\ 1  grounding l ine a t  �22 000 BP 
was probably located at  the shelf break .  This maximum 
position probably was not  maintained for long, because 
sea level rose by 1 0-20 m by 1 7 000 BP ( Fai rbanks, 1 989; 
B1anchon and Shaw, 1 995 ) ,  allowing for grounding-l ine 
retreat to  the  position ju s t  north of Coulman  I sland . An 
alternative explanation i s  that the LGM grounding line 
was located j ust north of Coulman Island, slightly beyond 
the posi t ion we show in ou r 1 6 000 BP recons truction, and 
the foredeepened outer part of this trough dates from 
some earl ier  glaciation. I n  e i ther case, grounded ice in the 
Ross Sea sector probably had a low surface profile, rising 
to elevat ions  near 1 000 11  only close to the  present coast 
and well south of Minna Bluff. A prominent  saddle is 
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shown north of R oss I sland at the LGM (and a t  
1 6 000 BP)  t o  divert ice flow southward in to McM urdo 
Sound ,  consistent with glacial geologic evidence, espec­
ially the d istribution of kenyite erratics in the Dry Valleys 
(S tuiver and others, 1 98 1  a ) . 
Figure 8c and d shows two confl ict ing LGM recon­
structions for the McMurdo  Sound area, one based o n  
Drewry ( 1 979; F ig. 8c) and one based on  S tuiver and 
others, ( 1 98 I a; Fig. 8d ) .  Drewry suggested that grounded 
ice did not cover much of the Ross Sea cont inental shelf 
but that the Ross Ice  Shelf grounding l ine and calving 
margi n advanced nort hward and local groun d i n g  
occurred o n  topographic highs. One o f  these highs was 
occu pied by the "Byrd-M ulock-Skel ton" (BMS) flow 
band .  He  showed a branch of this flow band,  consist ing of  
ice from Skel ton and M ulock Glaciers, t urning westward 
between Whi te and Ross I slands (but not between M i n n a  
Bluff a n d  White and Black I slands) a n d  northward i n t o  
McMu rdo Sound.  D rewry stated that ice in McMurd o  
Sound  was grounded a n d  that  i t  merged with ice from 
Koet tl i tz ,  Ferrar and Blue Glaciers. Presumably, no  
ablation occurred along the  BMS flow band  before the  
lobe branched off i n to McMurdo Sound  but, rather, 
precipi tation on this grounded ice probably caused the  
northward decreasing s urface slope to be less than  i f  
ablation had occurred . D rewry was not  specific on th is 
poin t  bu t  presumably M c M urdo Sound was an abla t ion 
zone ( S tuiver and others, 1 98 I a) .  Because the grounded 
ice h ere was through-flowing rather than terminating as 
i n  the S tuiver and others '  ( 1 98 1  a) reconstruction ( Fig.  
8d) and  because Drewry was not specific on  the source of 
this ice  ( from Skel ton and M ulock Glaciers, or fro m  
Skelton ,  M ulock and Byrd Glaciers?) ,  w e  can only guess 
at  ablat ion rates. Only one of our three M I S  ice samples 
wi th  h igh negat ive 8 1 80 yalues ( nor th  of Brown 
Pen insu la )  can be explained by the Drewry ( 1 9 79 )  
model .  The two other samples occur  off  the  north shore 
of M i n na Bluff and in the s trait between White and Black 
Islands. Thus, our exis t ing s table-isotope data appear to 
be inconsistent with D rewry's ( 1 979) reconstruction, as 
do our numerous data on  boulders derived from the  
Transantarctic Mountains tha t  occur on MIS  debris 
bands  north of Minna B lu ff and east of Brown Peninsula 
saddle. 
O u r  preferred interpretation for ice  flow during the  
LGM (F ig. 8d) i s  based on Stuiver and others ( 1 98 I a) 
(see also Figure 7 ) . Accord ing to this model, Koet t l i tz  
Glacier withdrew behind its present l imit ,  grounded 
Skelton Glacier ice ablated south of Minna Bluff and  
M ulock Glacier i ce  formed two grounded lobes: one  
turn ing  westward south  of  Ross Is land and the  o ther  
passi ng  east of  Ross I s land to turn back toward the  west 
and southwest, fil l ing M c Murdo Sound .  Stuiver and 
others ( 1 98 1  a) suggested that the area west of Whi te  
I s land was  probably a surface-ablation zone, i ce  loss 
being  caused largely by sublimation rather than melt ing .  
Surface ablation probably also dominated the mass  
balance of the area south of M inna  Bluff, as  i t  does  
today. Ice at the LGM did not  overtop Minna BlulT 
(S tu iver and others, 1 98 I a) .  This area, fed by Skelton  
Glacier, has an area of  about  3000 km2, approximately 
one-t hird of the presen t  Skelton Glacier accumulation 
area. The accumulation rate in the Skel ton Glacier 
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catchment area today is about  1 50 kg m  2 year 1 but 
would have been even less d u ring the l a s t  glacial 
maximum, when the nearest precipitation source was 
located north of the con t inenta l  shelf break. Very modest 
su blimation ra tes could easi ly have balanced the flow 
from Skel ton Glacier, as they  do today. The case for 
Mulock G lacier ice is s imilar .  The area of M c Murdo 
Sound is only about 5500 k m2 , compared with  95 000 km2 
for the Mulock Glacier catchmen t  area. Hence, Mulock 
Glacier ice could ha\'e fil led th i s  area easily and  perhaps 
most of the region north to David Glacier, and  st i l l  have 
maintained ablation rates s u fficient to ba lance the 
average acc u mulation rate o f  rv500 kg m-2 year 1 in the 
modern catchment area. 
16 000 BP 
Our reconstruction for 1 6 000 BP (Fig. 9) is b ased on the 
LGl\1 reconstruction (Fig. 7) modi fied by grounding-line 
retreat to the  vicinity of Coulman Island (Fig .  8 ) ,  which 
occurred by about 1 7 000 BP ( A nderson and others, 1 992) . 
Grounding- l ine  recession occurred most rapid ly in deep 
troughs on the  continen ta l  shelf (Fig. 5) so that the 
grounding l ine  took on a wavy character, retaining a 
more nort h erly position o n  i n tervening topographic 
Fig. 9. 16000 BP ice-sheet reconstruction . Symbols, 
patterns and contours as in Figure 7. The grounding line 
has retreated from the continental shelf break, with deet) 
embayments in troughs on the Ross Sea continental shelf, 
especially north oJ Coulman Island. An ice shelf still covers 
much if the northern part of the continental shelf. As 
discllssed in the text, this reconstruction might represent the 
LGM, if the trlle LGM grounding Line was just north oJ 
Coulman Island. 
KeLlogg alld o/hers: Lale Pleislocene in/eractiolls of East alld J I 'est AIl/alctic ice-jlow regimes 
highs. The saddle north of  Ross I sland a t  the LG�1 
probably existed until after 1 6 000 BP. 
1 2  000 BP 
By 1 2 000 B P, the grounding line had ret reated from the 
outer Ross Sea cont inental s helf to a posi t ion near Cape 
Hickey ( Fig .  1 0 ) .  Radiocarbon-dated penguin remains 
from Cape Hickey (near M awson Glacier) sho\\' the 
presence of  open water by 1 0 824 BP  ( Baroni  and 
Orombell i ,  1 994) . Grounded ice on topographic highs 
in the Ross Sea, such as � 1awson Bank, became the loci 
for small ice domes, one of which extended northward 
from Ross I sland, replacing the  LG � [  saddle  that had 
Fig. 10. 12 000 BP ice-sheet recoils/ruc/ion.  Symbols, 
/Jallems and call/ours as in Figure 7. The grollndillg line 
adjacent /0 nor/hem Victoria Lal/d has retreated /0 the 
vicinity oJ Ca/Je Hickey al/d a small ice shelf occupies Ihis 
embaymen/ norlit /0 Dlygalski Ice Tongue. Nole lita/ the 
LGJlf saddle Ilorlh oJ Ross Island has been re/Jlaced b)' a 
dome, hence ice flow through l\JcJllurdo Sound (1110s/0' 
from Jllulock and Koellli/;: Glaciers) is IIOW northward. 
been located here. The  grounding l ine a p parently 
in tersected the coast somewhat  south of Cape Hickey 
(Krissek ,  1 988; Reid, 1 989; Baroni and Orombell i ,  1 99 1 ) .  
An ice shelf is shown occ upy ing part of the  area from 
Cape H ickey to Drygalski I ce Tongue. This ice shelf was 
probably not very extensive, because an act ive penguin 
rookery existed at Cape Hickey by 10 824 BP, s uggesting 
nearby open water. 
The change from a saddle north of Ross I sland at the 
LGM and 1 6 000 BP to a dome a t  1 2 000 BP necessitated a 
major change in ice Dow in Mc� I urdo Sound and north 
to  near ?-.Iawson Glacier. Instead of southward Dow (of 
Nl ulock Glacier ice) into IvlcM urdo Sound, the area was 
occupied by northward through-Dow of Mu lock Glacier 
ice with contr ibutions from Koett l i tz ,  Blue and Ferrar 
G l aciers. This p a t tern bears a s triking s imila ri ty to 
D rewry's LGM reconstruction (cL Fig. 10 with Fig. 8b 
and c) . 
8000 BP 
The 8000 BP reconstruction ( F ig. I I )  traces the ground­
ing-line recess ion even further south  into the R oss Sea. 
The oldest reported postglacial marine fossils at Cape 
Bird are sligh t ly  older than 8000 BP (Speir and Cowling, 
1 984; Heine and Speir, 1 989; Dochat ,  1 994) and 7 750 BP 
a t  Mount Discovery (Kellogg and others, 1 990 ) . H ence, 
marine waters penetrated to these locations by about  
8000 BP as  the grounding l ine ret reated. We show the 
grounding l ine extending from Mount  Discovery-Black 
I s land-White I s l and-Ross Island and continuing to the 
east in about the same position as  the modern calving 
margin. The ice-shelf front also probably receded but was 
located well north of Cape Bird, because the oldest raised 
beaches there are dated at 4885 BP ( Dochat, 1 994) .  The 
ice-front posi t ion shown is poorly constrained . vVe show 
two small ice rises i n  the vicini ty of Beaufort and Franklin 
Fig. 1 1 . 8000 BP ice-sheet recoils/ruc/ion. 5.Ylllbols, paLLerns 
and (Oll/Ollrs as in Figure 7. " R "  = ice rises, where shelf 
ice grounds on shallows. The grounding lllle has retreated 
/0 a /Josi/ioll in southern McMurdo Sound and all shelf ice 
il/ Ihe sound is oJ local origin or Jrom A-oeuli/;: and Ferrar 
Glaciers. Posi/ioll of/he ice-shelf margill north oJ Franklill 
alld BeauJor/ Islands is ap/;roximate. 
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I slands where the  ice shelf may have grounded . I ce  now 
in McMurdo Sound continued to be northward thro ugh­
now, as at 1 2 000 BP, with the same sources as at t ha t  time. 
4000 BP 
The grounding line retreated to an unknown position 
south of Minna Bluff by 4000 BP (Fig. 1 2 ) ,  because 
numerous younger radiocarbon-da ted macrofossils have 
been recovered from the M I S  in southern McMurdo 
Sound (Kellogg and others, 1 990) . The calving margin 
w as south of Cape Bird, where the  oldest 14C dated raised 
beaches occur at 4885 BP (Dochat ,  1 994) . On the Victoria 
Land coast ,  the calving margin was probably at Marble 
Poin t  or even further south ,  consistent with a penguin­
guano date of 3905 BP (Baroni and Orombelli, 1 994) . The 
ice-now pattern in McMurdo Sound was much l ike  that 
of  today, although ice from Koet t l i tz, Blue and Ferrar 
Glaciers probably occupied some of the westernmost part 
of  the sound.  The ice-shelf fronta l  position shown east of 
R oss I sland is unconstrained . Grounding-line retreat 
continued after 4000 BP to the modern posit ion bu t  when 
this  position was attained is unknown. Also unkn own is 
whether the grounding line con t inues to retreat ,  i f  i t  has 
a t tained a temporary stable position, or if i t  is now 
advancing. 
Fig. 12. 4000 BP ice-sheet reconstruction. Symbols, patterns 
and con tOUTS as in Figure 7. The grounding line has 
retreated to a position south oJ Minna Bluf  and the Ross 
Ice Shelf margin is apjmaching its present position. Shelf 
ice in McMurdo Sound isJrom Koettlitz Glacier and local 
precipitation, and some Mulock Glacier ice. Ice-shelf 
marginal position in M cM urdo Sound is poorly 
constrained but south oJ Cape Bird. 
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DISCUSSION 
The observation-based reconstruct ions at the LGM i n  
Figure 7 and during d eglaciation i n  Figures 9-1 2  have 
very low ice-sheet now l ine profi les t h a t  are as low as or  
lower than any found  i n  West Antarctica today. This can 
be explai ned in two w ays. First, when sea level lowered 
1 20 m or more during the last glac iat ion and caused the  
R oss I ce  Shelf to  b ecome grounded i n  the  Ross Sea 
embayment, the ice surface would h ave been virtually 
horizontal and many millennia would be required at 
presen t -day rates of accumulation to  produce nowl ine 
profiles for nearly s tead y-state ice-sheet now that  are  
observed today for the  East Antarct ic  ice  sheet, especial ly 
i f  the  bed became frozen upon groundi ng and remained 
froze n .  I n  this case, the low Oowl ine  profiles existed 
because grounding was so late in the glaciation cycle that  
t ime was merely in su fficient to produce the  steeper 
steady-state Om,vline profiles typical of  East Antarct ica 
today .  Howe\'er, i f  the bed was t hawed and remained 
thawed when the R oss Ice Shelf grounded, then East  
Antarct ic  outlet glaciers through the Transantarc t ic 
Moun tains (specif ical ly Byrd, Mullock and David Glac­
iers in our study) may have con t inued as ice streams 
occu pying the linear t roughs that extend seaward across 
the continental shelf from these out le t  glaciers. In th i s  
case, the  low flowline profiles ex i s ted because water­
sa tura ted sediments in the troughs provided low tract ion 
that  a llowed the low nowline profiles typical of West  
Antarctic ice streams today. As in \"'es t  Antarctica, these 
sed imen ts must be ei ther very th i ck  or continuously 
resuppl ied in order to prevent fas t  ice-stream flow from 
becoming slow ice-shee t  Oow as glacial  erosion trans­
ported the sediments seaward, thereby exposing high­
t ract ion  bedrock i n  the troughs. 
A field test of the  two hypo theses would involve 
find ing  thick sediment wedges on the continental slope 
beyond the Ross Sea embayment .  I f  none exist, ice-shelf 
groun ding late i n  the  glaciation cycle may not h ave 
allowed sufficient t ime for ice s treams to deposi t the ir  
wedges before rising sea level forced grounding l ines to 
ret re a t  into the Ross Sea embaymen t .  Fie ld studies would 
then not provide a de fini tive test of  the compet ing 
hypotheses. 
G lacio logical t h eory can provide a test of each 
hypoth esis by using ice-sheet model ing to  reconstruct 
Oowline profiles that m atch the profiles in Figures 7 and  
9- 1 2 for the  deglaci at ion hemi-cycle .  Following H ughes 
( 1 99 2 ) ,  the surface profile along a flow line can be  
calculated by comb ining the  force-balance and mass­
balance equations. A simultaneous solution of these two 
equa t ions results In the following expression for the  
surface slope: 
6.h 
= 
(1 -�) (PW) 2 
6.x {Jw H 
la I PIgz I PI 'vV { h h 2 Rn-l [ h ( ) (P ) 2] n } 
ax + houo 
-
ax + houo 4J1' 1 
-
{Jw If 
hI PI 6. Pw 2Ts To ( ) ( ) 2 
+ 
'2 
1 -
Pw 6.x Pr 
+ 
PlgZW 
+ 
prgz hl 
( 1 )  
where 6.h IS the change of ice he ight  h In horizontal 
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length increment !:::"x along length x of a flowline, with 
x = 0 at the grounding line and x = L at the ice divide, 
hr is ice thickness along the flowline, w is width of the flow 
band that encloses the flowline, a is average accumulation 
rate along the flow band, a nd ho and uo are the respective 
grounding-line ice thickness and velocity at x = 0, Ts is 
side shear stress alongside the flow band, To is basal shear 
stress beneath the flow band, gz is gravity acceleration, Pr 
is ice density, Pw is water density, Pr = prgzhr is basal ice 
pressure, Pw = PwgZh\y is basal water pressure equiv­
alent to that beneath a water column of height h\\" and 
Pw / Pr = p\\' hw / Prhr is a basal buoyancy factor such that 
PW/Pj = 0 for ice- sheet f low O\'er a frozen bed, 
Pw/ Pr = 1 for ice-shelf flow over sea water, and 
o < Pw / PI < 1 for ice-strea m  flow over wet sediments, 
A and n give the respective hardness and viscoplastic 
properties of ice, the effect of longitudinal deviator stress 
(J�x is con tained in the first term, the effect of longitudinal 
deviator stress gradient /:).(J�x/!:::"x is contained in the 
second term, the effect of transverse shear stress (Jxy is 
contained in the third term, the effect of vertical shear 
stress (J ,.. is contained in the fourth term, and R . • 2 2 
= [1 + (CY.ry/clu) + (JXZ/ � . . T ) 1 when transverse dev-
iator stress clyy is ignored. 
Equation ( I )  can be used to reconstruct surface-ice 
profiles along the entire length of a flowline, including ice­
sheet flow, ice-stream flow and ice-shelf flow, merely by 
allowing Pw / Pr to vary along the flowline. For example, 
consider the two extremes of ice-sheet flow over a frozen 
bed and ice-shelf flow over sea water in a flow band of 
constant width. Equation ( I ) gives flowline slopes for 
linear ice-sheet flow over a frozen bed ,  for \\'hich 
p\\./ Pr = -r:, = 0: 
(2) 
Equation ( I )  also gives flowline slopes for linear ice-shelf 
flow, for which To = 0 and Pw / Pr = 1 :  
/:). h  ( Pr ) { hla hr2 Rn-1 
/:).x 
= 1 -
p\\" ax + hotlo 
- ax + houo 
[
prgZhr
( l _
�
) ]
n }
+ (  
2-r:, )
. 
(3) 
4A p\\' Pl.qzw 
Equation (2) can be integrated to give the parabolic 
flowline profile for ice-sheet flow when To is constant and 
the bed is horizontal. Equation (3 )  gives the ice-thickness 
gradient /:).hr/!:::,.x = (!:::,.hl/:).x)/ ( l - pr /pw) for f10ating 
ice that Oerlemans and Van del' \feen (1984) derived for 
R = 1 and -r:, = O.  
The flow law of ice can be integrated to give the 
average creep velocity at position x along the flowline: 
u 
= 2hI 
(
TO
) 
11 : 
c 
n + 2 A ' 
(4) 
the sliding law of ice for ice-sheet flow can be modified to 
inelude ice-stream flow by including Pw I PI . The sliding 
velocity is then (H ughes, 1992): 
(To /  B)m 
u = ------;;-
s ( 1 - PwIPr )2m 
(5) 
where B includes bed-roughness factor /\/ /\' for ice sliding 
over bedrock bumps of critical height /\ and spacing /\' 
and m = (n + 1 )  12 in the Weertman (1957) theory of ice 
sliding over wet bedrock, Pw I PI = 0 when no wet 
sediments cover bedrock, Pw/Pr = 1 when wet sediments 
bury bedrock bumps and 0 < Pw / Pr < 1 when some 
bumps are not buried. Note that To � 0 as Pw / Pr � 1 ,  so 
Us is indetermin ate in Equation ( 5 )  when ice-stream flow 
becomes ice-shelf flow beyond the grounding line. 
For ice-sheet flow over bedrock, To = (To )c for creep 
over a frozen bed according to Equation (4) ,  and 
To = (To), for sliding over a thawed bed according to 
Equation (5),  where (To)c > (To )8 '  because a frozen bed 
provides more traction to resist sliding. When a and w are 
constant and Pw I Pr ---+ 0 along a flow line, Hughes (1981) 
showed that (To ) c and (To), are: 
[(n + 2)PrgzaA" (L - x) (n+ l )ll1] 1 /(11+1 ) (6) 
4 [L (n+1 )/n _ (L _ x) (n+ 1 )/n ] 
[ (m + 1 )pJgza2B2m (L _ x ) (211l+1 )/m 
] 1 /(2711+1 )  
(7) 
(2m + 1) [£(111+1)/111 - (L _ x) (m+1)/m ] 
If f is the thawed fraction of the bed, CPs and CPc are factors 
that allow for v ariable accumulation rates and flow-band 
widths along the flowline and P'vv I PI varies along the flow 
band, because wet sediments cover part or all of bedrock, 
then (TO)5 in Equation (7) is multiplied by ( 1 - P\\'/PI )�m/(2m+l) 
and To for both ice-sheet flow a nd ice-stream flow is given 
by: 
To = fcps (To)s ( 1 - P\y/H)�m/(2171+ 1 ) + ( 1 - J)CPc (To)c '  (8) 
H ughes (1981) incl uded glacio-isostatic depression of 
bedrock beneath ice-sheet flowlines by introducing the 
ratio T of lowered bed elevation to lowered surface 
elevation due to isostatic depression. For a bed lowering 
beneath thickening ice: 
T = To ( 1 - exp( - tlto ) ) (9) 
where T o  � � for isostatic equilibrium, t is time since the 
ice load was applied and to is the relaxation time .  For a 
bed rebounding beneath thinning ice: 
T = Ta exp (  -tlto ) ( 1 0) 
where ice began to thin at t = 0 and Ta is given at time t in 
Equation (9) when lhickening ended and thinning began. 
Equations (6)-(10) can be incorporated into a 
n u m erical solution of E q u a tion  ( I ) by setting 
/:).h = hi+1 - hi and hI  = h - hR , where i i s  the number 
of !:::"x steps from the grounding line to distance x a long the 
flowline and hR is bedrock height abo\'C (positive hR ) or 
depth below (negati\'e hR ) present-day sea level. If h* is the 
isostaticaliy lowered surface, hP' is the isoslatically lowered 
bed and h�r is hn at the LG M ice margin where isostatic 
adjustments are small enough to ignore (H ughes, 1981): 
I 
h = htd + ( 1  + T)'2 (h* - h�r ) ( 1 1 )  
I 
h� = h* - ( 1  + T) (h* - h�r )  + ( 1  + T)'l (hR - h�r ) . ( 12) 
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S ince T varies m uch  more slowly t han 6h oyer d is tance 
6x, Equation ( I ) can be wri t ten as the following in itial­
value finite-difference recursive formula for the glacio­
isos tat ically lowered ice surface along a flowline:  
h* = h* + 
(1 - Pr! Pvr) (Pv.
¥) 
2 
I.+ J 1 I R ( l + T)' I ; 
{ a[h�1 + ( 1  + r)� (h* - h�l )  - hR l ;  ax + houo 
[h�1 + (1 + r)� (h* - h� l )  - hR]7+2 
ax + houo [p��Z (1 -:J (�;) �T' } �x 
+ { ( 1 + r)l [h" + ( 1 + �)l (h' - h,, ) - h, L 
( 1 - ::) :
x 
(�;) ] 6x + { Pl:Z (�\ 
[Ns(To)s ( 1  -
�ym/(2111+ 1) + ( 1 - f)<Pc(To )cL } + I �x . 
Plgz [h�1 + ( 1  + T)2(h* - hH ) - hRL 
( 13) 
All terms having a subscript i m us t  be evalua ted at each 
step i = x/6x along the flowl ine .  As with Equat ion ( I ) , 
Equation ( 1 3 ) can give surface p rofiles for any com bin­
a tion of ice-sheet flow, ice-stream flow and ice-shelf  flow 
a long a flowline. I n  addition, it can give these p ro files for 
any h istory of glacio-isostatic adj us tments beneath the 
nowl ine .  Sol u t ions  of E q u a t ion  ( 1 3 ) begin a t  the 
grounding l ine ,  where i = 0 and ho = (pw / Pr ) hw in 
order to satisfy the buoyancy req uirement. 
Using Equat ion ( 1 3) to produce flowline profiles that 
match the observation-based profi les in Figure 7 and 
Figures 9-1 2  requires knowing Pw/Pj ,  T, a, A, B, n, rn, 
Ts , w, hR , j, <Ps and <Pc along nowlines, where <Ps and <Pc 
depend on how a and W \'ary along flowlines and A, B, n 
and m are obta ined from the f low and sliding l aws of 
glacial  ice .  Some s impli fi c a t i ons  are poss i b l e .  For 
example, Ts = 0 for ice-sheet flow and can be ignored 
when w »  hI for ice-stream flow, which is usual ly the 
case; however, see Whillans and Van der Veen ( 1 99 3 ) . I n  
addi t ion, ice elevations are only weakly dependent  o n  a 
and w, so <Ps = <Pc = 1 is a reasonable approxim at ion, 
especially since a i s  not known accurately d uring 
deglaciation. This leaves Pw / Pr, T, j and hR as the 
major \'ariables to  be specified a long flowlines. S imul­
taneous solutions of the eq uat ions of heat transport and 
mass t ransport allow P", / PI and f to be calculated along 
flowlines, together with accurate determinations of A, B, 
n and m. This is possible, in principle, fro m  t ime­
dependent three-dimensional ice-sheet  computer models 
but the modeling work has scarcely begun and the  models 
m ust include the  physics of wet deforming sediments 
beneath the ice (e .g. Lingle and Brown, 1 987 ;  M acAyeal, 
1 989) . Ideally, T should be obtained from a physically 
based global glacio-isostatic model (e .g .  Clark and Lingle, 
1 9 79;  Lingle and Clark, 1 985)  instead of empirically 
based Equations (9 )  and ( 1 0 ) . Only hR can be readily 
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obta ined from geophysical profil ing b u t  even this is 
lacking along the ent ire lengths of flowli nes in Figure 7 
and Figures 9-1 2 . 
Can matching observa tion-based low flowline profiles 
in Figure 7 and Figures 9- 1 2  to theoret ical  profiles using 
Eq  ua t ion ( 1 3) decide between the two possibili ties tha t  
we  h ave postulated? The low profiles al low either ice tha t  
th i ckens slowly, because i t  i s  in nearly s tagnant ice-sheet 
f low over a frozen bed,  or ice that cannot th icken at al l ,  
because i t  is in rapid ice-stream flow O\'er water-soaked 
sedi ments .  Low flowline profiles for nearly stagnant ice­
sheet now over a frozen bed are obtained from Equation 
( 1 3 )  when P,,-jPr '= 0,  j = 0 and (To )c is  small .  Equation 
(6) gives (To)c and a in  Equation (6) i s  an effective ice­
accum ulation rate given by the actual. ice-accumulat ion 
rate ci minus the ice- th ickening rate hI . Ice is st�gnant  
when t he two rates are equal, so  tha t  a = a - hr = O .  
Therefore, the  more s tagnant the  i ce ,  the lower (To)c 
becomes i n  Equations (6) and ( 1 3 ) .  Low flowline profi les 
for fas t  ice-stream flow over water-soaked sediments arc 
obta ined from Equation ( 1 3) when Pw/Pr ---) 1 ,  f = 1 , Ts 
is smal l  and w is large. A fast wide ice s t ream will have a 
smal l  Ts and a large w because t hermal and strain 
soften ing become concentrated in l ateral shear zones 
under  these condi t ions .  This is the case for the float ing 
part of  Byrd Glacier today ( H  ughes, 1 9 7 7 ) .  S ince the two 
possib i l i ties are end members in the spectrum of ice-sheet 
dynamics, i t  is no t  unreasonable to  expect ice-sheet 
models to dist inguish between these possibilit ies, desp i t e  
the  formidable problems that the models m ust address. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The reconstruct ions p resented here represent a first 
a t tempt  to understand in teractions between East Antarc­
tic and West Antarc t ic i ce during t he complex grounding­
l ine  and calving-m argin re treat t h a t  characterized 
deglaciation from the LGM in the R oss Sea. Sea-level 
rise certai nly played a m ajor role in this retreat. Although 
many of our marginal  and grounding-line positions are 
poorly constrained, we believe that our  approach, com­
bining glaciologica l  considerations with glacial geologic 
investiga tions of coas ta l  and ice-shelf deposits, has the 
potent ial  to yield addi t ional insights into t he in terac tions 
between these ice sheets. Our reconstructions are subjec t 
to refinement as addi t ional constraining geologic data  
become available. An example is the  uncertain ty regard­
ing the  LGM grounding-line posi tion in the northwestern 
Ross Sea. We suspect t ha t  future work wi l l  show the LGM 
posi t ion was near the shelf break ra ther than near 
Coulman I sland . If we are correct ,  rapid grounding-l ine 
ret reat  probably occu rred in this sector when sea level 
began to  rise after 22 000 BP. This i s  compat ible wi th the  
inherent i nstabi l i ty of marine-based i ce-sheet grounding 
lines m uch like modern fluctuations along the Siple Coas t .  
Data  from coastal deposits between McMurdo Sound and 
Terra Nova Bay should provide important information to 
bet ter  constrain reconstructions for the period from the  
LG M to  8000 BP. The complete lack  of data south  of  
iV I inna  Bluff current ly  h inders improvements i n  the  
ground ing-line pos i t ions after about  8000 BP but no 
s tudies of  this area have been made. I n  particular, much 
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more sea-Ooor bathymetric da ta  in McMurdo Sound and 
beneath the M I S  and Ross I ce Shelf are needed before a 
deglaciation model can be properly constrained . Also, 
more \'eloci ty measuremen ts are needed on the }' 'f l S. 
These data could be obtained from Landsa t images or 
aerial photographs, using t he  method of Lucchi tta and 
others ( 1 989 ) and YIacDonald and others ( 1 989) . The 
\\' A I S  in i t ia t ive should be expanded to include these sorts 
of studies, if we are to e\-cr rea lize the \\'A T S  goals of fully 
understanding the Ross Sea deglaciation his tory . 
Our analysis shows that glacial erratics derived from the 
Transantarct i c  Mountains and depositrd on the M ] S, and 
ice \\'ith high negative 8180 values imbedded in the MIS,  
cannot be explained by the modern ice-flow regime. They 
almost certainly record a former ice-flo\I' re�;ime when ice 
derived from }' 1 u lock Glacier was advected in to southern 
l'vlcM urdo Sound. The loca t ions where these samples were 
found, combined with our reconstructions, suggest that 
emplacement occurred during the LGM or perhaps during 
deglaciation but  prior to about 4000 BP, by which time rhe 
modern ice-Oow regime was established. 
Our data al low us to eva lua te  two competing models 
for ice flow and extent d u ring the LGM. The  Drewry 
( 1 979)  model fails to explain t he  boulder provenance and 
stable-isotope data, because ice from Skel ton G lacier, 
rather than }. I ulock Glacier, would have dominated in 
sou thern McM urdo Sound .  We prefer the S tu iver and 
others' ( 1 98 1  a) model, because it is easily explained by 
our glaciologic reconstruction, and a reasonable balance 
between prel iminary ablation and precipi tat ion data [or 
the Skelton and }. I ulock G laciers catchment areas, flow 
bands and lobes and, because the flow pa t t ern appears 
compatible wi th stable-isotope and boulder-provenance 
data from the  �I I S . Addi t ional supporting e\·idence is 
prO\'ided by a recent s tudy of glacial and Holocene 
sediments and land forms at Cape Bird. Dochat ( 1 994) 
concluded that  ice flowed west and south around Cape 
Bird into � Ildd urdo Sound  d u ring the LGM because no 
kenyi te en'at ics were found at Cape Bird . The only known 
Antarctic source for kenyite i s  at Cape Royds on the \I est 
coast of Ross I sland . On the m ainland, kenyi te was not 
deposited north of }. Ia rble Poin t ,  so flow into McMurdo 
Sound from a saddle on the ice divide north o[ Ross 
I sland and Oow around Ross I sland met at � 1 arble Point .  
If LG :- l  ice flow followed the  Dre\\'r)' model , kenyite 
should be present in Ross Sea Drift at Cape B ird and no 
kenyite should exist sou th  o[ l\ I arble Poin t .  
While we reject the Drewry model [or the LG :-1, our 
data show tha t  the nor thward through-Oow of ice 
predicted by his model did pre\'ail in �Ic}' I u rdo  Sound 
during deglaciation, [rom about  1 2 000 to 8000 BP. Tn  
fact, our glacial recons truct ion for 1 2 000 B P  [or the  area 
north and eas t of Ross Is land resem bles Drew ry's ( 1 979) 
reconstruction . Hence, we suggest that his model is 
excellent for the middle s tages o[ deglaciat ion,  if  the 
con tribution of  ice from Skel ton Glacier to the a rea north 
o[ Minna B lu ff is omitted. The  low flowl ine profiles in 
Figure 7 and Figures 9- 1 2  can be explained as resulting 
from ice that was either largely stagnant or became highly 
dynamic after grounding, depending on whether the bed 
became frozen or remained thawed. Decid ing between 
these two possibilities is a d i fTicu l t  but not i mpossible 
problem in i ce-sheet model i ng .  
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